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PRESS RELEASE 

Finacle Core Banking on Sun’s Retail Banking Reference 
Architecure Achieves Performance Milestone  

 
Surpassed 18 Million Transaction Per Hour Mark in Core-Banking Tests 
 
 
SANTA CLARA, Calif., and Bangalore, India - December 9/10, 2003: Infosys’ Banking Business 
Unit (NASDAQ: INFY) and Sun Microsystems, Inc. (Nasdaq: SUNW) today, revealed a new 
performance and scalability test result achieved in core banking transaction-processing tests.  The 
recently announced Retail Banking Reference Architecture from Infosys and Sun that consists of 
Finacle™ running on the Sun Fire[tm] 6800 systems in combination with Sun StorEdge[tm] T3 arrays 
and Sun Java[tm] Enterprise System software achieved a peak performance load exceeding 18 
million transactions per hour or 5,203 transactions per second in online mode. These results are the 
highest in the industry based on publicly available data.  
 
Today most banks the world over -- especially in mature western financial markets -- are saddled with 
antiquated legacy systems that can hamper their ability to respond to the challenges of new age 
banking, i.e., need for greater agility, efficiency and reduced costs. But as banks embark on legacy 
core replacement, scalability is a critical area of concern.  This series of performance tests give 
customers the opportunity to see the performance characteristics of Infosys and the Sun Fire platform 
under real world conditions and to use this information to plan configuration requirements and system 
sizing.  Additionally, the result proves that Finacle can scale efficiently and handle transaction 
volumes of some of the largest banks in North America. 
 
Built and tested in iForce Centers, Reference Architectures are repeatable methodologies based on 
implementations in live customer sites worldwide. Reference Architectures are designed to reduce 
risk, complexity, time, and costs associated with building and running network computing solutions.   
 
 
About Infosys Technologies Ltd.  
 
Infosys, a world leader in consulting and information technology services, partners with Global 2000 
companies to provide business consulting, systems integration, application development and product 
engineering services. Through these services, Infosys enables its clients to fully exploit technology for 
business transformation. Clients leverage Infosys’ Global Delivery Model to achieve higher quality, 
rapid time-to-market and cost-effective solutions. Infosys has over 19,000 employees in over 30 
offices worldwide. For more information, visit www.infosys.com 
 
 
About Sun Microsystems, Inc. 
 
Since its inception in 1982, a singular vision -- "The Network Is The Computer[tm]" -- has propelled 
Sun Microsystems, Inc. (NASDAQ: SUNW) to its position as a leading provider of industrial-strength 
hardware, software and services that make the Net work. Sun can be found in more than 100 
countries and on the World Wide Web at www.sun.com 
 
Sun, Sun Microsystems, the Sun Logo, Sun Fire, Sun StorEdge, Solaris, and The Network Is The 
Computer are trademarks of Sun Microsystems, Inc. in the United States and other countries. 


